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INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOING ASSIGNMENTS 

Dear Learner, 

You are required to submit your assignment response within the stipulated time in order to become eligible 

to appear in the term-end examination. The assignments will be evaluated by the counsellors at your Study 

Centre. Please submit your assignment response to the Coordinator of your Study Center. For a 4 credit 

course, there is one Assignment and for 6/8 credit course, there must be minimum 02(two) Assignment.    

Purpose of Assignments: 

1. Assignments are part of the continuous evaluation process in Open and Distance Learning (ODL) 

system. Due weightage is given to the marks/grades you obtain in assignments. This will help you for 

better performance in the term-end examination. If you secure good grades/marks in assignments, your 

overall performance will improve. 

2. Assignments are also a part of the teaching-learning process in the ODL system. Your assignment, 

after evaluation, will be returned back to you with specific and general comments by the evaluator. 

This will help you to know your strength as well as your weakness. Thus, it will establish two-way 

communication between learner and evaluator. 

How to Write Assignments: 

Please read the instructions for writing the response of an assignment before you start writing your answer. 

1. Write your name, programme code, the course title, enrolment no. and study centre name with code 

in the top sheet of the assignment answer booklet. The format is given below. 

PROGRAMME TITLE: _________________________________________________________ 

ENROLMENT No.: ______________ NAME: _______________________________________  

ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________  

COURSE CODE: __________ COURSE TITLE: ____________________________________  

ASSIGNMENT CODE: _________ STUDY CENTRE: _______________________________ 

DATE: _______________   SIGNATURE: ________________________ 

2. Before attempting the assignments, please go through the course materials carefully, understand the 

same and write answers in your own language and style. 

3. Write the answers in your own handwriting. Give sufficient margin in the left side of each page so 

that the evaluator will give comments on each paragraph/page. 

4. Your handwriting should be neat and readable. 

Weightage for each Assignments: 

1. Each Theory Assignment will carry 25% weightage and term-end examination will carry 75% 

weightage. 

2. Each assignment will be of 100 marks. But it will carry 25% weightage. 

3. You have to score minimum pass mark i.e. 40%  or P (Pass) Grade in 10-point scale for each 

assignment. In case you do not submit the assignment or get fail mark in the assignment you have to 

re-submit in the next year. 

 

 



MAHI           1ST Semester 

 

ASSIGNMENT-I 

ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL SOCIETIES (MHI-01) 

           Full Mark-100 

(Answer all the questions, which are  compulsory) 

Group-‘A’ 

Q. No. 1 Answer within one word or one sentence each.       Marks: 1 × 10= 10 

a) Early stone tools are referred as. 

b) Name of Acheulian tools site in north France. 

c) Time frame of Uruk period. 

d) Hsia dynasty was succeeded by which one. 

e) Uruk city belongs to which civilization. 

f) Who was Shulgi? 

g) What is Adzes? 

h) When did Darius I die? 

i) Author of Illiad and Odyssey. 

j) Rome is situated on banks of which river? 

Group-‘B’ 

Q. No. 2 Enumerate the following, each within 100 words.       Marks: 5 × 4 = 20 

a) Homo Erectus 

b) Lower Palaeolithic period 

c) Old Babylonian empire 

d) Uaxactur city 

Group-‘C’ 

Q. No. 3 Discuss the following, each within 200 words.      Marks: 10 × 4 = 40 

a) Median King Cyaraxes 

b) Turkic Kaganate 

c) Uighur empire 

d) Religious life of Aztecs 

Group-‘D’ 

Q. No. 4 Write short notes on the following, each within 300 words.     Marks: 15 × 2 = 30 

a) Cyrus the Great 

b) Mycenaean Civilazation 
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MAHI           1ST Semester 

 

ASSIGNMENT-II 

ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL SOCIETIES (MHI-01) 

           Full Mark-100 

(Answer all the questions, which are  compulsory) 

Group-‘A’ 

Q. No. 1 Answer within one word or one sentence each.       Marks: 1 × 10= 10 

a) When did Julius Caesar die? 

b) Who was Livia? 

c) Who was Pablius Vergilius Maro? 

d) The word, ‘Feudal’ was derived from which Latin word? 

e) Who were Avars? 

f) Who was crowned by Pope Leo III in 800 CE? 

g) What is Osculum? 

h) Primogeniture means. 

i) What is an Arquebus? 

j) Who were the Celtic people? 

Group-‘B’ 

Q. No. 2 Enumerate the following, each within 100 words.       Marks: 5 × 4 = 20 

a) Constantine I 

b) St. Peter 

c) Caliph Ali (656-661) 

d) Galileo Galilei 

Group-‘C’ 

Q. No. 3 Discuss the following, each within 200 words.      Marks: 10 × 4 = 40 

a) Burgess 

b) Karimi Merchants 

c) Accounting in Medieval Commerce 

d) Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) 

Group-‘D’ 

Q. No. 4 Write short notes on the following, each within 300 words.     Marks: 15 × 2 = 30 

a) The Banjaras 

b) Calvanism 
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MAHI           1ST Semester 

 

ASSIGNMENT-I 

   MODERN WORLD  (MHI-02) 

           Full Mark-100 

(Answer all the questions, which are compulsory) 

Group-‘A’ 

Q. No. 1 Answer within one word or one sentence each.       Marks: 1 × 10= 10 

a) Author of The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy. 

b) Why Padua town was famous? 

c) Who was painter of Mona Lisa? 

d) What is usury system? 

e) Who was Ferdinand Lasalle? 

f) Meaning of Petty Bourgeoisie. 

g) Author of Second Treatise on Government (1681). 

h) Who placed technology at the centre of Industrial Revolution in his book, The Unbound 

Prometheus? 

i) Who was Kanhoji Angre (1669-1729)? 

j) Accumulation of capital (1913) was written by- 

Group-‘B’ 

Q. No. 2 Enumerate the following, each within 100 words.       Marks: 5 × 4 = 20 

a) Signoria rule 

b) Benven Cellini (1500-1571) 

c) The Prince (1513) 

d) Thomas Hobbes (1588-1642) 

Group-‘C’ 

Q. No. 3 Discuss the following, each within 200 words.      Marks: 10 × 4 = 40 

a) Theory of modern welfare state. 

b) Declaration of rights of man (1789) 

c) Globalization 

d) Adam Smith (1723-1790) 

Group-‘D’ 

Q. No. 4 Write short notes on the following, each within 300 words.     Marks: 15 × 2 = 30 

a) Stages of Colonialism 

b) Gandhian perspective of State 
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MAHI           1ST Semester 

 

ASSIGNMENT-II 

  MODERN WORLD (MHI-02) 

           Full Mark-100 

(Answer all the questions, which are  compulsory) 

Group-‘A’ 

Q. No. 1 Answer within one word or one sentence each.       Marks: 1 × 10= 10 

a) Who was defeated in the Battle of Waterloo? 

b) Whom did Gavrilo Princip assassinate on June 28, 1914? 

c) In which year League of Nations was established? 

d) What is Collective security? 

e) What is meaning of word, Rapprochement? 

f) What happened in Germany in 1933? 

g) ‘Berlin-Rome Axis’ was created in which year? 

h) Who was John Marshall? 

i) What is full form of LTTE? 

j) Meaning of word Jehad? 

Group-‘B’ 

Q. No. 2 Enumerate the following, each within 100 words.       Marks: 5 × 4 = 20 

a) Chancellor Metternich 

b) Dreyfus Affair (1894-1899) 

c) Treaty of Rapallo, 1922 

d) First Conference of Non-Aligned countries 

Group-‘C’ 

Q. No. 3 Discuss the following, each within 200 words.      Marks: 10 × 4 = 40 

a) The Baniyas 

b) President Woodrow Wilson 

c) Mao Tse tung (Mao Zedong)’s theory of Guerrilla Warfare 

d) Development of Ecological Awareness 

Group-‘D’ 

Q. No. 4 Write short notes on the following, each within 300 words.     Marks: 15 × 2 = 30 

a) Cultural Legacy of the French Revolution 

b) Malthusian theory of Demographic change 
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